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list of iso 639 language codes wikipedia May 22 2024 iso 639 is a standardized nomenclature used to classify
languages each language is assigned a two letter set 1 and three letter lowercase abbreviation sets 2 5
iso 639 2 language code list codes for the representation Apr 21 2024 codes arranged alphabetically by alpha 3
iso 639 2 code note iso 639 2 is the alpha 3 code in codes for the representation of names of languages part 2
there are 21 languages that have alternative codes for bibliographic or terminology purposes
iso iso 639 language code Mar 20 2024 internationally recognized code for the representation of the world s
languages and language groups with iso 639 iso 639 code for individual languages and language groups can be
applied across many types of organization and situations
iso 639 2023 en code for individual languages and language Feb 19 2024 this document specifies the iso 639
language code and establishes the harmonized terminology and general principles of language coding it
provides rules for the selection formation presentation and use of language identifiers as well as language
reference names
the ultimate guide to iso language codes lingohub Jan 18 2024 share this what are iso language codes iso
language codes exist to allow the international community to successfully identify languages dialects and even
language scripts most notably language codes now play a crucial role in machine learning which language code
lists exist
iso 639 code tables iso 639 3 sil international Dec 17 2023 iso 639 code tables this page offers a combined view
of the language code tables of iso 639 parts 1 2 and 3 select just the elements of the part 1 2 or 3 code or show
the set of code elements sorted by name
iso 639 wikipedia Nov 16 2023 iso 639 is a standard by the international organization for standardization iso
concerned with representation of languages and language groups it currently consists of four sets 1 3 5 of code
named after each part which formerly described respective set part 4 was guidelines without its own coding
system a part 6 was published but
iso 639 3 Oct 15 2023 iso 639 gives comprehensive provisions for the identification and assignment of language
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identifiers to individual languages and for the creation of new language code elements or for the modification of
existing ones terms of reference of the iso639 ma
codes for the representation of names of languages library Sep 14 2023 iso 639 consists of the following parts
under the general title codes for the representation of names of languages part 1 alpha 2 code part 2 alpha 3
code part 3 alpha 3 code for comprehensive coverage of languages part 4 implementation guidelines and
general principles for language coding
iso 639 1 2002 en codes for the representation of names of Aug 13 2023 iso 639 provides two language codes
one as a two letter code and another as a three letter code for the representation of names of languages iso
639 1 was devised primarily for use in terminology lexicography and linguistics
browse or search the iso language codes library of congress Jul 12 2023 browse or search the iso language
codes note iso 639 2 is the alpha 3 code where two codes are provided 21 languages total the bibliographic
code is given first and the terminology code is given second iso 639 1 is the alpha 2 code
list of iso 639 2 codes wikipedia Jun 11 2023 iso 639 is a set of international standards that lists short codes for
language names the following is a complete list of three letter codes defined in part two iso 639 2 of the
standard 1 including the corresponding two letter iso 639 1 codes where they exist
iso 639 1 codes for the representation of names of languages May 10 2023 iso 639 1 provides two character
lowercase alphabetic strings that serve as identifiers of languages the list contains approximately 180 discrete
codes all iso 639 1 languages also have iso 639 2 three character code representations
codes for the representation of names of languages Apr 09 2023 english name of language note iso 639 2
is the alpha 3 code where two codes are provided 21 languages total the bibliographic code is given first and
the terminology code is given second iso 639 1 is the alpha 2 code multiple codes for the same language are to
be considered synonyms
iso 639 3 wikipedia Mar 08 2023 iso 639 3 2007 codes for the representation of names of languages part 3
alpha 3 code for comprehensive coverage of languages is an international standard for language codes in the
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iso 639 series it defines three letter codes for identifying languages
iso international organization for standardization Feb 07 2023 what is a standard dive deep into the world
of quality and consistency learn about standards buy an iso standard discover the standards that shape our
world visit the store looking to get certified discover how conformity with a standard is assessed by certification
bodies and others learn about certification explore by sector
iso english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 06 2023 iso definition 1 international organization for
standardization an organization that makes international rules learn more
international organization for standardization wikipedia Dec 05 2022 the three official languages of iso are
english french and russian 1 name and abbreviations the international organization for standardization in french
is organisation internationale de normalisation and in russian Международная организация по
стандартизации mezhdunarodnaya organizatsiya po standartizatsii
language what does iso as in the disk image format stand Nov 04 2022 2 answers sorted by 4 i know
that iso files follow iso 9660 the iso in which stands for international standards organisation but a lot of file
formats will presumably follow some iso standard so that seems incorrect yes but then they have a different
name for the file system not iso 9660
frequently asked questions faq codes for the Oct 03 2022 iso 639 3 codes for the representation of names of
languages part 3 alpha 3 code for comprehensive coverage of languages is a code list that aims to define three
letter identifiers for all known human languages at the core of iso 639 3 are the individual languages already
accounted for in iso 639 2
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